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Abstract
We used synthetic peloruside A for the commercial preparation of [3H]peloruside A. The
radiolabeled compound bound to preformed tubulin polymer in amounts stoichiometric with the
polymer’s tubulin content, with an apparent Kd value of 0.35 µM. A less active peloruside A
analogue, (11-R)-peloruside A and laulimalide acted as competitive inhibitors of the binding of the
[3H]peloruside A, with apparent Ki values of 9.3 and 0.25 µM, respectively. Paclitaxel, epothilone
B, and discodermolide had essentially no ability to inhibit [3H]peloruside A binding, confirming
that these compounds bind to a different site on tubulin polymer. We modeled both laulimalide
and peloruside A into the binding site on β-tubulin that was identified by Huzil et al. (J. Mol. Biol.
2008, 378, 1016–1030) but our model provides a more reasonable structural basis for the protein–
ligand interaction. There is a more complete desolvation of the peloruside A ligand and a greater
array of favorable hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions exhibited by peloruside A at its β-
tubulin binding site. In addition, the protein architecture in our peloruside A binding model was
suitable for binding laulimalide. With the generation of both laulimalide and peloruside A binding
models, it was possible to delineate the structural basis for the greater activity of laulimalide
relative to peloruside A and to rationalize the known structure–activity relationship data for both
compounds.

INTRODUCTION
Induction of microtubule assembly by the plant-derived natural product paclitaxel was
reported in 1979.1 For many years only taxoid chemotypes were known to possess this
property, and taxoids also caused striking morphological changes in cultured cells. Cellular
effects include hyperassembly of tubulin into short, bundled microtubules in interphase cells
and aster formation in mitotic cells2 as well as accumulation of cells in mitotic arrest, a
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property taxoids share with inhibitors of microtubule assembly. In 1995, epothilones A and
B, obtained from a myxobacterium, were reported as the lead compounds of a second
chemotype with a paclitaxel-like mechanism of action, including inhibition of the binding of
paclitaxel to polymer.3 The epothilone report was followed by the description of many
additional active compounds, which, for the most part, were marine natural products. These
included the sponge-derived laulimalide.4

Most of the newer compounds appear to bind in the taxoid site of tubulin polymers and
competitively inhibit the binding of radiolabeled paclitaxel and the fluorescent taxoid
derivative flutax-2 to this site.3,5–9 However, first laulimalide10 and then peloruside A,11
another sponge-derived natural product that induces tubulin hyperassembly,12 were shown
to lack the ability to inhibit the binding of taxoids to tubulin polymers. Moreover,
microtubules formed in the presence of paclitaxel and either laulimalide10 or peloruside
A11 contain near stoichiometric amounts of both paclitaxel and the second drug. No
evidence was found for coincorporation of laulimalide and peloruside A.11 In addition, both
laulimalide and peloruside A can induce enhanced tubulin assembly in concert with a
taxoid-site compound but not with each other.13,14 These data suggest that laulimalide and
peloruside A bind at the same site on tubulin.

Recently, we developed an enantioselective synthetic route to peloruside A and structural
analogues.15 This enabled us to prepare sufficient peloruside A to undertake preparation of
[3H]peloruside A. In this report we describe the binding of the radiolabeled compound to
tubulin polymer and the effects of other assembly inducing agents, in particular laulimalide,
on the binding reaction. The taxoid site compounds examined had little effect on the binding
of [3H]peloruside A to microtubules, while laulimalide was a potent competitive inhibitor.
We thus have found additional evidence that laulimalide and peloruside A bind in the same
site on tubulin polymers. This finding caused us to explore whether laulimalide could be
accommodated in a previously described peloruside A binding site on β-tubulin16 and to
refine the binding of peloruside A into this site. Figure 1 presents the structures of
laulimalide, peloruside A, and (11-R)-peloruside A, an active peloruside A analogue, that we
used in some of the studies described here.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials

All programs used in the molecular modeling studies were products of Schrodinger, Inc.,
except as indicated. Peloruside A15 and laulimalide17 were synthesized as described
previously. A portion of the peloruside A was labeled with tritium (1.2 Ci/mmol) and
repurified at AmBios Biochemicals. Natural epothilone B and natural discodermolide were
generously provided by the Merck Research Laboratories and Harbor Branch
Oceanographic Institution, respectively. Paclitaxel and [3H]paclitaxel were provided by the
Drug Synthesis and Chemistry Branch of the National Cancer Institute. The synthesis of
(11-R)-peloruside A was essentially as described for peloruside A.15 The nucleotide 2′,3′-
dideoxyguanosine 5′-triphosphate was obtained from GE Biosciences. Bovine brain tubulin
and heat-treated microtubule-associated proteins were purified as described previously,18
including gel filtration chromatography of the tubulin to remove unbound guanine
nucleotide.19

Molecular Modeling
The work of Huzil et al.,16 using hydrogen–deuterium exchange mass spectrometry,
localized a binding site for peloruside A on β-tubulin, and we based our binding models for
laulimalide and peloruside A on the site that they proposed. The Maestro 9.0 program was
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used to build and visualize these models. Simulations employed the OPLS 2005 force field
and a distance-dependent dielectric. The ligand structures were generated using LigPrep and
refined using Macromodel. Initial docking poses were generated using the Glide program.
The 1JFF αβ-tubulin protein structure20 was optimized for ligand binding and used in
docking studies.

First, the 1JFF structure was energy minimized, with the α-subunit removed to increase
computational speed. The residues identified by Huzil et al.16 were located on the 1JFF β-
tubulin structure, and it was observed that, in the absence of bound peloruside A, the
proposed binding site in the 1JFF structure assumed a closed conformation with insufficient
molecular volume for binding either laulimalide or peloruside A. An examination of other
αβ-tubulin structures in the Protein Database, including the 1TVK structure21 used by Huzil
et al.16 in their docking studies, revealed a similar closed laulimalide/peloruside A binding
site.

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed for 1 ns at 300 and 1500 K on the 1JFF
structure to evaluate the conformational changes that could yield an open conformation for
the ligand binding site. Large conformational changes in the H9–H9′ (β294–301) and H10
(β332–349) loops (residue numbering and loop terminology as in ref 20) were essential for
opening the binding pocket to accommodate laulimalide or peloruside A. However, these
molecular dynamics simulations did not reveal the precise motions required to form the
binding pocket.

Modeling this binding pocket into the 1JFF β-tubulin structure was not straightforward
because the H9–H9′ and H10 loops occlude the pocket. We therefore used a previously
developed molecular modeling protocol for engineering binding pockets.22 The modeling
challenge was increased because the bioactive conformations of the two ligands were
unknown and required evaluating a large conformational landscape for the de novo
complementary matching of the H9–H9′ and H10 loops to the bound ligands.

To start, the molecular structures of laulimalide and peloruside A were subjected to
molecular dynamics simulations for 1 ns at 1500 K to study the potential solution behavior
of each molecule. During the simulations, at 10 ps increments, the structures of laulimalide
and peloruside A were collected from the dynamics trajectory. (Conformations of peloruside
A were also evaluated for their consistency with NMR data collected when the compound
was bound to microtubules.23 Long-range interproton NOE contacts that significantly
contributed to establishing the bioactive conformation of peloruside A were the H2 to H12,
H3 to H12, H19B to OMe13, and H14B to H20 contacts. Since inter-proton coupling is
detected when proton–proton distances are less than 5 Å, we filtered out conformations in
which the above contacts were greater than 5 Å.) Presumably, the bioactive conformations,
or reasonable approximations of them, exist in this collection of structures, which were all
evaluated for their potential energies and hydropathic qualities. To utilize the most realistic
bioactive structures, the best set of five conformations for each molecule with low potential
energies and high hydropathic qualities was selected for docking studies and to serve as a
template to refine the protein binding site.

The 1JFF β-tubulin structure was prepared for initial docking of laulimalide or peloruside A
by removing the H9–H9′and H10 loops. This created an open pocket for ligand binding. Into
this site, the 10 selected conformations of laulimalide and peloruside A were docked and
refined using the high-precision setting of the Glide program. The docked poses were
evaluated for their binding affinities using their calculated Gscores and, additionally, were
assessed for the presence of both unfavorable and favorable intermolecular contacts between
the hydrophobic groups of the ligand and the protein surface, using the Schrodinger analysis
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tools. The binding pose of each molecule with the best Gscore and the most favorable
hydrophobic interactions at the protein–ligand interface was selected for further refinement.

Next, the H9–H9′ and H10 loops were sequentially refolded onto either laulimalide or
peloruside A. In the β-tubulin conformation from the 1JFF structure, residue 294 of the H9–
H9′ loop was first reattached to residue 293. The torsions along the peptide backbone of the
H9–H9′ loop were manually adjusted to remove unfavorable contacts with the ligands. The
subsequent steps involved iterative cycles of: (1) molecular mechanics simulations in order
to determine a low-energy conformation for the loop, (2) hydropathic analysis to determine
the quality of the atom-to-atom intra-and intermolecular interactions, and (3) manual
adjustment and subsequent use of constrained mechanics simulations to remove unfavorable
contacts and optimize interactions. At the end of this process, residue 301 in the H9–H9′
loop was reconnected to residue 302 in β-tubulin and energy optimized. The H10 loop was
similarly modeled into the ligandbound β-tubulin structure.

These β-tubulin structures with bound laulimalide or bound peloruside A were further
refined to optimize the protein–ligand interactions. The models were subjected to iterative
cycles of energy minimization and molecular dynamics of both protein and ligand. To help
maintain the integrity of the empirically derived coordinates of the β-tubulin in regions that
are distinct from the modeled segments of the laulimalide/peloruside A binding site, it was
sometimes necessary to fix either the protein structure or the atoms of ligands in Cartesian
space. At the final stage, the laulimalide or peloruside A molecule was separated from the
binding pocket and redocked de novo using flexible, high-precision docking with the Glide
program. The Gscores obtained from this docking simulation were −10.0 for laulimalide and
−8.3 for peloruside A. The peloruside A model was also used to evaluate the docking of (11-
R)-peloruside A, resulting in a Gscore of −8.1. As a last step, the α-tubulin subunit was
returned to the binding models, and the αβ-structures with either bound peloruside A or
bound laulimalide were energy refined.

Finally, the docked poses of peloruside A and laulimalide were evaluated for the
hydropathic quality of the protein–ligand interactions using the HINT program.24 This
program was executed according to the protocol in the Discovery Studio 2.5 program of
Accelrys, Inc., using parameters described previously.25 HINT provides intuitively
reasonable atom-to-atom interaction models, and it was used with an exp(−1r) distance
dependence for hydropathic constants on atom pair interactions. The HINT program
quantifies unfavorable hydrophobic–polar interactions, and this was previously used to
provide a structural explanation for the different activities of potent inhibitors and inactive
close congeners.25 With the models presented here, the HINT program detected no highly
unfavorable hydrophobic–polar interactions with either bound peloruside A or bound
laulimalide. The HINT program yielded a favorable total interaction constant of 269 for the
peloruside A binding model, and, consistent with the experimental observation that
laulimalide is the more active agent, the laulimalide binding model yielded a still more
favorable total interaction constant of 538.

Biochemical Methods
Where indicated, tubulin assembly was followed turbidimetrically at 350 nm in a Gilford
model 250 spectrophotometer equipped with an electronic temperature controller. Binding
of [3H]peloruside A or [3H]paclitaxel to tubulin polymer was measured as described
previously, 7 except for two changes. First, 100 µM commercial 2′,3′-dideoxyguanosine 5′-
triphosphate, as opposed to 50 µM repurified nucleotide, was used to induce tubulin
assembly.26 No difference was observed in the extent of assembly of the tubulin (about
90%). Second, the microtubules with bound drug were isolated by centrifugation in a
Beckman TLA 55 rotor for 10 min at 37 °C at 30 000 rpm in a Beckman TLX
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miniultracentrifuge. The pellets were dissolved in 8 M urea, and protein content and
radiolabel in aliquots of the urea solutions were determined. (Previously, supernatant
aliquots were counted to measure, by subtraction, bound [3H]paclitaxel.)

The microtubules were formed in a reaction mixture containing 2.5 µM tubulin and 0.75 M
monosodium glutamate (taken from a 2 M solution adjusted to pH 6.6 with HCl). The
incubation was for 30 min at 37 °C. After this incubation, 200 µL aliquots of the
microtubule mixture were added to each reaction vessel. These vessels were at 37 °C and
contained, in 50 µL, 0.75 M monosodium glutamate (pH 6.6), 20% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide
(the solvent used for all drugs), and, as indicated, [3H]peloruside A or [3H]paclitaxel and a
potential inhibitor. The final dimethyl sulfoxide concentration was thus 4%, and the drug
concentrations referred to in the table and figure legends are those in the final 250 µL
reactions. Incubation continued for another 30 min at 37 °C, at which point the reaction
mixtures were centrifuged as described above.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reduced Assembly Activity of (11-R)-Peloruside A

Figure 2 presents a comparison of the assembly activity, as a function of reaction
temperature, of peloruside A, laulimalide, paclitaxel, and (11-R)-peloruside A. The latter
compound, while active, was significantly less so than peloruside A and much less active
than laulimalide, which had activity comparable to that of paclitaxel. We therefore
concluded that the S-configuration at C-11 is important to, but not mandatory, for the
activity of peloruside A and that (11-R)-peloruside A would likely be a competitive inhibitor
of peloruside A binding to microtubules (see below).

Comparison of the Binding of [3H]Peloruside A and [3H]Paclitaxel to Tubulin Polymer
Our initial studies with [3H]peloruside A were to compare its binding to microtubules with
the binding of [3H]paclitaxel. In the concentration study presented in Figure 3A, there was
little difference between the two compounds, and it appeared that both compounds reached
saturation when a stoichiometric amount of drug, relative to tubulin, was bound. These data
were subjected to Scatchard analysis (Figure 3B), which confirmed a single binding site.
The apparent Kd values obtained from the slopes of the Figure 3B curves were 0.35 µM for
peloruside A and 0.24 µM for paclitaxel. This value for peloruside A is almost identical to
that reported recently at 35 °C when the compound bound to microtubules was quantitated
by high-performance liquid chromatography.27

We next examined inhibitory effects of laulimalide, (11-R)-peloruside A, epothilone B, and
discodermolide on the binding of [3H]peloruside A and [3H]paclitaxel to tubulin polymer
(Table 1). As found in previous studies,28 both epothilone B and discodermolide were
strong inhibitors of the binding of [3H]paclitaxel to the microtubules, while laulimalide and
(11-R)-peloruside A were essentially inactive. In contrast, with [3H]peloruside A, it was
epothilone B and discodermolide as well as paclitaxel that had little activity, while (11-R)-
peloruside A and, especially, laulimalide were inhibitory. A more quantitative comparison
of the inhibitory effects of laulimalide and (11-R)-peloruside A is shown in Figure 4. In this
experiment, the IC50 obtained for (11-R)-peloruside A was 20 µM, while that for laulimalide
was substantially lower, about 1 µM.

We next examined varying concentrations of [3H]peloruside A with varying concentrations
of (11-R)-peloruside A or laulimalide and analyzed the data by standard kinetic methods.29
Hanes plots of the data obtained with both inhibitors yielded families of parallel curves
(Figure 5A, (11-R)-peloruside A; Figure 5B, laulimalide), and such families of parallel
curves indicate that both compounds are competitive inhibitors of the binding of
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[3H]peloruside A to microtubules. Dixon analysis29 of these and comparable data from
other experiments yielded apparent Ki values of 9.3 ± 3 µM for (11-R)-peloruside A and
0.25 ± 0.08 µM for laulimalide. This difference in Ki values is similar to that in IC50 values
obtained in the experiment presented in Figure 4.

To summarize the biochemical experiments, there was one binding site for peloruside A per
tubulin αβ-dimer in microtubules, and the apparent Kd for peloruside A was 0.35 µM. Based
on Hanes analysis, laulimalide was a competitive inhibitor of [3H]peloruside A binding to
microtubules (apparent Ki, 0.25 µM), implying that both compounds bind to the same site.

Molecular Modeling
We modeled laulimalide and peloruside A into the β-tubulin region identified by Huzil et al.
16 by hydrogen–deuterium exchange mass spectrometry as a likely binding site for
peloruside A. However, the orientation of peloruside A in the binding site proposed by these
workers is not ideal. The earlier model showed no hydrogen bonds between peloruside A
and β-tubulin and oriented key hydrophobic groups of the ligand toward the solvent. By
reorienting peloruside A in the binding site, we were able both to introduce hydrogen bonds
between ligand and protein and to pack large hydrophobic motifs, such as the bulky,
aliphatic side chain at C-15, into hydrophobic pockets. Our binding mode is therefore more
consistent with observations that the hydrophobic effects drives ligand binding.30

Figure 6 provides an overview of peloruside A bound to β-tubulin and shows the relative
positions of the laulimalide/peloruside A site, the taxoid site (with bound paclitaxel), and the
exchangeable nucleotide site with bound GDP. The paclitaxel and GDP conformations and
the locations are identical to those in the 1JFF structure.20 Figures 7 and 8 provide detailed
binding poses on β-tubulin of peloruside A and laulimalide, respectively. Figure 9 presents a
series of laulimalide analogues whose reduced activity was consistent with the Figure 8
model. Finally, Figure 10 presents a superimposition of laulimalide and peloruside A, from
their orientations in the binding pocket. This provides insights into a possible
pharmacophore and an additional framework for interpreting future structure–activity
findings with these two compounds.

As shown in Figure 7, peloruside A forms two hydrogen bonds to β-tubulin. The C-2
hydroxyl is hydrogen bonded to the Val335 backbone carbonyl oxygen atom. While not
depicted in the static binding model of Figure 7, the natural solution dynamics of β-tubulin
should also permit the C-2 hydroxyl to interact with the backbone carbonyl oxygen atom of
Asn339 to form intermittently an alternate hydrogen-bonding interaction (in the Figure 7
model, the oxygen-oxygen distance between the C-2 hydroxyl and the Asn339 carbonyl is
3.2 Å). The second hydrogen bond between peloruside A and β-tubulin shown in Figure 7 is
between the C-24 hydroxyl (O-11) of peloruside A and the Tyr312 backbone NH moiety.

Additionally, there is an intramolecular hydrogen bond within peloruside A formed between
the hydroxyl groups at C-9 and C-11. In our proposed model, this bond helps to constrain
the conformation of the bound peloruside A and, moreover, positions the two hydroxyl
groups in close proximity to the Arg308 guanidine side chain, allowing the two hydroxyl
groups to form favorable long-range electrostatic interactions with the guanidine moiety or,
potentially, water-mediated hydrogen bonds. The native solution dynamics of the β-tubulin
structure may even allow intermittent hydrogen-bond formation between these hydroxyls
and the Arg308 guanidine side chain.

Besides its electrostatic interactions with the C-9 and C-11 hydroxyl groups, the side chain
of Arg308 provides an important hydrophobic binding surface for peloruside A. The
dimethyl-substituted C-10 and the unsubstituted C-12 atoms have close hydrophobic
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interactions with the aliphatic components of the Arg308 side chain. Thus, the Arg308
residue plays a dual role in stabilizing the interaction of peloruside A with β-tubulin. Several
years ago, in a study of mutations in a β-tubulin gene in human breast cancer, Hasegawa et
al.31 identified a potential Arg to Cys mutation at position 308, although there was no
information about drug resistance associated with the mutation. Modeling the Arg308Cys
mutation into our peloruside A model indicates that this mutation would confer resistance to
peloruside A.

While favorable enthalpic interactions (e.g., ion–dipole, dipole–dipole, etc.) provide
important stability to the ligand–protein interaction, biochemically feasible ligand–protein
structures are more importantly characterized by favorable hydrophobic interactions and by
a lack of unfavorable hydrophobic–polar interactions.30 These qualities are especially
important when forming de novo models, as described here. Besides the C-10/C-12
interaction with the Arg308 side chain, aromatic residues in β-tubulin provide additional,
essential binding surfaces for peloruside A. C-25 forms a favorable hydrophobic interaction
with Val335. This methyl group is packed against the valyl side chain. Aromatic β-tubulin
residues also provide important hydrophobic interactions with peloruside A. The C-10
methyl groups (C-21 and C-22) are wedged against the Tyr312 side chain. The C-26 methyl
group is packed against the side chain of Phe296, the C-23 methyl group interacts with the
Tyr342 side chain, and the C-27 methyl interacts with the Arg308 aliphatic side chain.

There are a number of important differences between our binding model for peloruside A
and that described by Huzil et al.16 In the latter model, the large hydrophobic groups
represented by the C-21 and C-22 methyl groups and the C-15 alkyl side chain (C-16-C-20
and its substituents at C-16 and C-18) are solvent exposed. In contrast, in our binding model,
these groups were positioned at the interior of the binding pocket and formed the favorable
hydrophobic interactions with β-tubulin described above. Second, in the Huzil et al.16
model, the C-15 side chain that includes the C-24 hydroxyl moiety is docked as the most
distal segment of peloruside A from Arg308 and Tyr342. In contrast, in our binding model,
the side chain was placed in close proximity to these β-tubulin residues, indicating the
different topologies of peloruside A in the two binding models.

Recent work by Pera et al.27 identified binding interactions of peloruside A with
microtubules by NMR spectroscopy. These workers found that protons H8 and H17, the
protons of the C-3 and C-13 methoxy groups, and those of the C-20-and C-22 methyl groups
interact strongly with microtubules. They pointed out that their findings were inconsistent
with the binding model of Huzil et al.16 In contrast, our binding model provides a structural
basis for this peloruside A binding epitope. H8 is packed against the β-carbon of Phe296.
H17 is wedged against the α-carbon of Phe343 and the δ-carbon of Arg311. The C-3
methoxy group is packed against Val351. The C-13 methoxy group is wedged against
Tyr342. The C-20 methyl group is packed against Phe343. Finally, the C-22 methyl group is
wedged against Pro307 and Tyr312.

Based on the limited structure–activity relationship (SAR) data on peloruside A, the
interactions of the C-11 hydroxyl group in the model are consistent with the reduced activity
that we observed with (11R)-peloruside A. According to its best docked conformation,
(11R)-peloruside A was unable to form a favorable ion–dipole interaction with the Arg308
guanidine moiety, unlike the natural product. Moreover, it is reasonable to infer that the
solution structure of (11R)-peloruside would be more disordered and, consequently, carry an
increased entropic penalty for ligand binding. These lost interactions due to the
epimerization of the C-11 hydroxyl largely account for the less favorable docking score for
the 11R analogue (−8.1) relative to that of the 11S natural product (−8.3).
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In addition, peloruside B, which lacks the C-25 methyl group and has a hydroxyl moiety at
C-3, is about three-fold less cytotoxic than peloruside A.32 Peloruside B is also less active
than peloruside A as an inducer of tubulin assembly (data not presented). In the binding
model this is explained by loss of the favorable hydrophobic interaction of the C-3 methoxy
group with the side chain of Val335 and its replacement with an unfavorable hydrophobic–
polar clash between the polar hydroxyl group and the Val335 side chain.

Finally, Pera et al.27 recently reported that analogues of peloruside A bearing acetyl or
chloroacetyl groups on O-11 (at C-24) are unable to interact with microtubules.This finding
is consistent with our binding model, since the C-24 hydroxyl group of peloruside A forms a
hydrogen bond with the Tyr312 backbone NH group in a confined space in the binding
pocket. Addition of a bulky substituent at O-11 would severely disrupt this molecular
packing as well as cause the loss of a key protein–ligand hydrogen bond.

Biochemical evidence indicates that laulimalide and peloruside A bind in the same region on
tubulin, a conclusion strengthened by the experiments presented here, and laulimalide is the
more potent agent.10,11,13,14 We therefore modeled laulimalide into the site described by
Huzil et al.,16 as shown in Figure 8. In its binding pose, laulimalide assumes a folded
conformation, so that the two pyran rings approach each other, with the closest carbon–
carbon distance, 3.7 Å, being between C-7 and C-27. This folded conformation is stabilized
by an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the C-15 hydroxyl and the side chain pyran
oxygen atom (O-7). In our proposed bound conformation, laulimalide possesses an
amphipathic molecular surface that is optimal for ligand binding. On one side of the
molecule, the two pyran groups form a hydrophobic surface that is wedged into the
hydrophobic interior of the β-tubulin binding pocket model.

In contrast, the polar functionalities on the other side of the molecule, consisting of the
macrocyclic ester bond, the epoxide, and the C-20 hydroxyl moiety, are oriented toward the
solvent and are close to complementary hydrogen-bond acceptors on the H10 loop of β-
tubulin. The ester O-1 oxygen atom of laulimalide is close to the Asn339 side chain NH
moiety, the epoxide O-3 oxygen atom to the Tyr342 phenolic hydroxyl group, and the C-20
hydroxyl to the backbone NH groups of Ser341 and Tyr342. The presence of structured
water molecules suggests that these residues in the H10 loop can form water-mediated
hydrogen bonds to laulimalide. In addition, the inherent conformational flexibility of the
H10 loop may allow these residues to form direct hydrogen bonds with laulimalide.

Distal from the solvent front, the binding model shows that laulimalide forms a single
hydrogen bond to β-tubulin. The side chain pyran oxygen O-7 atom is hydrogen bonded to
the Tyr312 backbone NH moiety. Moreover, the O-7 atom also forms an intramolecular
hydrogen bond with the O-4 hydroxyl group. This combination of intra- and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds tethers laulimalide to the interior of the binding pocket and, consequently,
makes an important contribution to binding affinity.

Nevertheless, the binding affinity of laulimalide for this pocket is largely driven by its
hydrophobic interactions with β-tubulin. The side chain pyran group is stacked face-to-face
with the Phe343 aromatic ring, and the C-28 methyl group of the pyran ring is wedged
between the Phe343 ring and the Ile347 side chain. The second pyran group is favorably
packed against the Val335 hydrophobic side chain. Finally, the aromatic side chains of
Phe296 and Tyr312 provide favorable binding surfaces for the C-30 methyl and C-29
methylene groups, respectively.

Most of the structure–activity data for laulimalide analogues (see Figure 9 for structural
diagrams) was obtained in studies of effects of these compounds on cell growth. In almost
all cases, analogues were significantly less active than laulimalide itself, with at least a 10-
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fold reduction in activity. In compound 1, the epoxide is replaced with a trans-olefin bond.
10,33–36 In the laulimalide binding model of Figure 8, this change would result in loss of a
stabilizing hydrogen bond, either direct or water-mediated, between the epoxide and the
Tyr342 hydroxyl group. In compound 2, the C-2/C-3 olefin bond is changed from cis to
trans.33,35 This would lead to a major conformational change relative to laulimalide and a
loss of affinity for the binding pocket. In compound 3, the C-30 methyl group is removed.
37,38 In the binding model, this causes loss of the favorable hydrophobic interaction with
the Phe296 phenyl ring. In compound 4, a methyl group is introduced at the C-20 hydroxyl
moiety.34–36 In the binding model, not only is the hydrogen bond to the Tyr342 backbone
NH moiety lost, but this modification also causes a highly unfavorable hydrophobic–polar
clash between the new methyl group and the Tyr342 backbone NH moiety. Acetylation
(compound 5) or methylation (compound 6) of the hydroxyl at C-1535 introduces a highly
unfavorable hydrophobic–polar interaction with the peptide bond between Pro307 and
Arg308. Replacing the C-2/C-3 cis-olefin bond with an alkyne moiety37 (compound 7)
introduces intramolecular strain that is only relieved by displacement of the analogue from
the interior of the binding pocket (consistent with the 400-fold reduction in cytotoxicity of 7
relative to laulimalide). Epimerization of the C-15 hydroxyl group35 (compound 8) results
in a highly unfavorable interaction between the inverted hydroxyl group and the side chain
pyran oxygen atom O-7 (1.8 Å interoxygen distance in the bound conformation). In
compound 9,39 the epoxide is moved from C-16/C-17 to C-15/C-16, with the concomitant
addition of a hydroxyl group at C-17 and loss of the hydroxyl at C-15. The latter change, in
particular, makes compound 9 incapable of forming the intramolecular hydrogen bond
between the C-15 hydroxyl and the side chain pyran oxygen atom, with a consequent
inability of the molecule to form a stable folded conformation essential for binding to
tubulin. Elimination of the side chain (compound 10) or even its modification (such as
compounds 11 and 12) always results in significant loss of cytotoxic activity.37,40 With
compound 10, the loss of the side chain results in loss of a significant hydrophobic motif
that increases affinity of laulimalide for the binding pocket. Both compounds 11 and 12,
lacking the side chain pyran ring, are unable to form either the hydrogen bond with Tyr312
or the intramolecular hydrogen bond that stabilizes the bound conformation of laulimalide.
Based on their binding models, compound 12, with a Gscore of −7.2, is predicted to bind to
tubulin with somewhat greater affinity than compound 11, with a Gscore of −7.1. With
flexible docking models of the two compounds, there was a further increase in the Gscore of
compound 12, to −7.3, but not of compound 11. The calculated binding affinities of the two
compounds are consistent with the approximately 30-fold greater activity of 12 (20–40-fold
less cytotoxic than laulimalide) versus 11 (700–1200-fold less cytotoxic).

The last compound shown in Figure 9 (compound 13, neolaulimalide) was reported by
Gollner et al.41 to have activity both in cells and with tubulin equivalent to that of
laulimalide. Neolaulimalide differs from laulimalide in that the macrocycle contains an
additional atom as C-20, the original C-20 side chain hydroxyl is at C-19, within the
macrocycle, and the side chain is one atom shorter and attached to the macrocycle at the
C-20 atom. Docking studies with neolaulimalide indicate that it binds with affinity similar to
that of laulimalide. Moreover, in the best docked poses, an additional stabilizing hydrogen
bond exists between the C-19 hydroxyl group and the C-1 ester carbonyl moiety.

Finally, Figure 10 presents a superimposition of the binding conformations of peloruside A
and laulimalide and shows a strong stereochemical correlation between the two compounds.
Of particular note is the overlap in the two major hydrophobic regions of each molecule. For
peloruside A, the first hydrophobic region consists of the dimethylated C-10 atom and the
adjacent pyran ring with its methoxy substituent at C-7. This corresponds to the smaller
hydrophobic moiety in laulimalide, which is composed of the C-29 methylene and the C-30
methyl groups. The second hydrophobic region of peloruside A consists of the methoxy
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substituent at C-3 (identified by the C-25 methyl group) and the n-butanol motif of the side
chain attached at C-17 (identified by C-20 and C-24). This region mapped onto the two
pyran rings of laulimalide: the peloruside A methoxy C-25 corresponds to the laulimalide
C-7 atom in the macrocycle pyran moiety, and the peloruside A n-butanol (C20–C24) chain
to the laulimalide side chain pyran ring. The polar functionalities of peloruside A and
laulimalide also exhibit a strong correlation with each other. The ester groups in the macro-
cycles of the two compounds occupy similar conformational space (the O-1 and O-2 atoms
in each compound). The C-16/C-17 epoxide oxygen of peloruside A maps onto the oxygen
atom of the methoxy substituent at C-13 (identified by the C-27 methyl group). Finally, the
hydroxyl substituent at C-24 (identified as O-11) in peloruside A is bioisosteric with the side
chain pyran oxygen atom (O-7) of laulimalide, since both oxygen atoms form hydrogen
bonds to the backbone NH moiety of Tyr312. Based on this superimposition, the first
hydrophobic region of peloruside A has a larger hydrophobic content than its second region,
while, with laulimalide, the opposite is the case. The binding models indicate that the second
region occupies more of the interior pocket in β-tubulin than the first region. Therefore, the
model predicts that laulimalide should be more active than peloruside A, consistent with
experimental observations and accounting for the better Gscore of laulimalide (−10.0) as
compared with peloruside A (−8.3).

In concluding, we should note that after completion of this manuscript Bennett et al.42
reported evidence from hydrogen–deuterium exchange mass spectrometry that laulimalide
binds in the same site on microtubules as peloruside A, and they modeled laulimalide into
this binding site. These workers also noted that the laulimalide/peloruside A site was on the
outside of microtubules, as opposed to the inside location of the taxoid site. As with
peloruside A, there are substantial differences between our binding pose of laulimalide and
theirs. Bennett et al.42 docked the laulimalide macrocycle distal from Arg308 and Tyr342
and placed the side chain furan group nearest to these two amino acid residues. In our
model, the laulimalide macrocycle was positioned on top of the side chain furan, which was
buried deep inside the binding pocket, with the macrocycle close to Arg308 and Tyr342.
Moreover, as described above, in our binding models the laulimalide macrocycle closely
overlaps the peloruside A macrocycle.

SUMMARY
We have shown here that [3H]peloruside A bound to preformed tubulin polymer in amounts
stoichiometric with the polymer’s tubulin content, with an apparent Kd value of 0.35 µM. A
less active peloruside A analogue, (11-R)-peloruside A, and laulimalide acted as competitive
inhibitors of the binding of the [3H]peloruside A, with apparent Ki values of 9.3 and 0.25
µM, respectively. Paclitaxel, epothilone B, and discodermolide had essentially no ability to
inhibit [3H]peloruside A binding since they bind to a different site on tubulin polymer. We
modeled both laulimalide and peloruside A into the β-tubulin site identified by Huzil et al.16
as a likely binding pocket for peloruside A. Our models provide a structural basis for the
superior activity of laulimalide relative to peloruside A as a ligand for this binding pocket
and successfully rationalize the key structure–activity relationship data for both compounds.
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Figure 1.
Molecular structures of peloruside A, (11-R)-peloruside A, and laulimalide.
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Figure 2.
Comparison of the effects of laulimalide, paclitaxel, peloruside A, and (11-R)-peloruside A
on tubulin assembly. Each 0.25 mL reaction mixture contained 0.1 M 4-morpholineethane-
sulfonate (1.0 M stock solution adjusted to pH 6.9 with NaOH), 0.1 mM guanosine 5′-
triphosphate (GTP), 4% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide, 1.0 mg/mL (10 µM) tubulin, 0.75 mg/mL
heat-treated microtubule-associated proteins, and the following compounds at 10 µM: curve
0, none; curve 1, 10 µM (11-R)-peloruside A; curve P, 10 µM peloruside A; curve T, 10 µM
paclitaxel; and curve L, 10 µM laulimalide. The cuvette contents were initially at 0 °C for
about 10 min. Subsequently, at the times indicated by the vertical dashed lines to the left of
the temperatures shown, the temperature controller was set to the indicated temperature.
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Figure 3.
Comparison of the binding of [3H]peloruside A (solid symbols) and of [3H]paclitaxel (open
symbols) at different concentrations (A), with analysis of the data by the Scatchard method
(B). Reaction mixtures were prepared and analyzed as described in the text and contained
the indicated concentrations of the radiolabeled ligands. It should be noted that with 1.0 µM
[3H]paclitaxel, the data indicated total binding of compound in the reaction mixture to the
microtubules. This point was therefore excluded from the Scatchard analysis, since it would
not yield meaningful data (i.e., free drug = 0). Standard errors are shown, unless smaller
than the symbol.
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Figure 4.
Comparison of laulimalide (closed symbols) and (11-R)-peloruside A (open symbols) as
inhibitors of the binding of [3H]peloruside A to tubulin. Reaction mixtures were prepared
and analyzed as described in the text.
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Figure 5.
Both (11-R)-peloruside A (A) and laulimalide (B) are competitive inhibitors of the binding
of [3H]peloruside A to microtubules as determined by Hanes analysis. Reaction mixtures
were prepared and analyzed as described in the text. Samples contained the indicated
concentrations of [3H]peloruside A. (A) Concentrations of (11-R)-peloruside A were as
follows: circles, none; upright triangles, 5.0 µM; inverted triangles, 10 µM; and squares, 20
µM. (B) Concentrations of laulimalide were as follows: circles, none; upright triangles, 0.5
µM; inverted triangles, 1.0 µM; squares, 1.5 µM; and diamonds, 2.0 µM.
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Figure 6.
Overview of the peloruside A binding site on β-tubulin, showing its position relative to the
taxoid site and the exchangeable nucleotide site (E-site). The tubulin subunits are rendered
as contoured surfaces, with α-tubulin colored yellow and β-tubulin colored transparent
purple. Peloruside A, GDP, and paclitaxel are drawn in CPK and colored cyan, green, and
red, respectively.
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Figure 7.
Detailed pose of peloruside A bound to β-tubulin, highlighting the binding interactions.
Peloruside A and the specific amino acid residues with which it interacts (see text) are
shown as stick diagrams, with polar hydrogen atoms colored white and oxygen and nitrogen
atoms colored red and blue, respectively. The carbon atoms of peloruside A and the amino
acid residues are colored cyan and green, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are represented by
dashed black lines. To illustrate the contours of the binding pocket, β-tubulin is rendered as
a transparent purple surface.
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Figure 8.
Detailed pose of laulimalide bound to β-tubulin, highlighting the binding interactions.
Laulimalide and the specific amino acid residues with which it interacts (see text) are shown
as stick diagrams, with polar hydrogen atoms colored white and oxygen and nitrogen atoms
colored red and blue, respectively. The carbon atoms of laulimalide and the amino acid
residues are colored black and green, respectively. Hydrogen bonds are represented by
dashed black lines. To illustrate the contours of the binding pocket, β-tubulin is rendered as
a transparent purple surface.
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Figure 9.
Selected laulimalide analogues, to illustrate the structure–activity relationship description
(see text). Differences from the laulimalide structure are indicated in red.
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Figure 10.
Superimposition of the bound conformations of peloruside A and laulimalide as they fit into
the binding pocket. Structures are rendered in stick, with oxygen atoms colored red. The
carbon atoms and position labels for peloruside A and laulimalide are colored cyan and
black, respectively.
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Table 1

Inhibition of [3H]Peloruside A and [3H]Paclitaxel Binding to Microtubulesa

% inhibition ± SD

radiolabeled ligand

potential inhibitor [3H]peloruside A [3H]paclitaxel

laulimalide 90 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 5

(11-R)-peloruside A 49 ± 1 0 ± 8

peloruside A 5.1 ± 6

paclitaxel 6.8 ± 0.5

epothilone B 2.2 ± 5 79 ± 5

discodermolide 5.0 ± 2 87 ± 2

a
Reaction mixtures contained the components described in the text, including 2.0 µM tubulin polymerized into microtubules, the radiolabeled

ligand at 4.0 µM, and the potential inhibitors at 20 µM. Incubation and centrifugation as described in the text.
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